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1. Introduction 
This theoretically-oriented work has been motivated by the study of program 
transformations. Researches about program transformations are issued from the 
attempt, originated by Dijkstra to introduce scientific method into the art of large. 
scale programming. Starting from the idea that complex programming problems 
should be decomposed into a well-understood (and hopefully proved) intercon- 
nexion of subproblems, Dijkstra pleaded for the method known as top-down 
programming [9] and proposed the use of a restricted class of programs built from the 
if then else and while do constructs. Trying to find whether all programs could be 
expressed with these constructs or, in other words, whether all programs can be 
transformed into equivalent programs defined in term of these constructs was thus a 
natural question to which the works of Ashcroft and Manna [3] and Knuth and Floyd 
[ 151 gave partial answers. The ‘pioneering works in this field has been done by Biihm 
and Jacopini [4] and recent extcb:nsions by Kasami et al. [ 143, Kosaraju [ 171 and Kasa’i 
[13]. But the ideas of Structured Programming also call for the study of program 
transformations for a different reason. Jt is rather clear that the lucidly obtained 
programs tend to be rather ine%cient and some people among which Knuth [ 1 S] and 
Arsac [ 1,2] have argued that Z:;tructured Programming could be realistic only if one 
has means to transform lucidk;r obtained programs into efficient ones. Work in this 
direction has been done for ex(ample by Gerhart [12], Arsac [2], Standish et al. [23], 
Loveman [18]. See also [S]. 
The major part of all these studies, has been conducted without real formalism in 
an understandable ffort no’;: to drown the programmer’s intuition in abstract 
formulation. However, this h;& at least two major inconvenients: 
First, translatability results among classes of programs yield positive or negative 
answers according to the deffnition of equivalence that is used. FVe know that every 
recursive function can be computed using the most rudimentary control structures. 
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So, equivalences must be sharply defined in order to make translatibility results 
significant. 
Second, the study of program transformations has led to the definition of large 
transformation dictionaries which contain transformations that are not at all 
in&pendant and there is a need for theoretical results that would enable one to 
define good sets of basis transformations. 
We felt that these questions could not be solved without having nice models for 
equivalences of programs. We present here an algebraic model which has been 
somehow inspired by works concerning the semantics of recursive definitions such as 
[6,19,20,23]. The basic idea is that the potential computation sequences of a given 
program should be thought of as an (infinite) computation tree [2O] and control 
structures as means to finitely describe infinite computation trees. Beside finitary 
constructs uch as concatenation and if then else control structures must include 
constructs that enable to define infinite trees. These are system; of recursive 
definitions and explicit loops. We introduce here the trees with indexed leaves that 
are to formalize computation trees. Regular trees are introduced as solutions of some 
systems of equations and rational trees as the trees obtained from finite ones using 
some star operation. The equivalence of the two notions is the main theorem of this 
paper. This result explains why GOTG programs can be transformed into syntacti- 
cally equivalent ones (defining the same computation tree) using REPEAT-EXIT 
constructs and justify the method proposed by Arsac [l] to do so. 
Our approach has some interesting outcomes, First, we have been able to design a 
complete axion system for the syntactic equivalence of programs [8]. This indicates 
which transformation rules are to b; introduced in a transformation system to take 
into account any kind of control structure modification. This complete system can be 
extended to deal with Ianov equivalence and a few others [8]. These systems, 
contrarily to that of de Bakker [lo] are purely syntactical and so can be seen as 
program transformation systems, in which each level of equivalence is taken into 
account by introduction of a set of supplementary axions (rules). Another advantage 
of our formalism is that it can also deal with non regular trees. 
2. Preliminaries 
We recall here briefly some definitions and basic properties about trees. 
Our notations are essentially those of Courcelle [6]. Given an integer z 3 1, we 
denote by [z] the alphabet (1, . . . , z}. A tree-domain of degree z is a non-empty 
subset D of [z]” having the following properties: 
(i) D is closed for the prefix order 
Vm ED [m’ is a left factor of m]=$mk D, 
m E [z]* Vi, j E [z] [mi E 
Given an alphabet II’, an X-tree of degree t is a mapping r’ : [z]* + the domain of 
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which is a tree domain. This formalism, due to Doner [l l] is very convenient because 
it enables one to deal in a unified way with finite and infinite trees. 
Given a tree t and m E dam(t), the subtree of root m in t, denoted by t/m, is 
defined by 
-c’tom(t/m) = {m’ E [z]*/mm' E dam(t)}, 
-dom(t/m)(m’) = t(mm’) 
obviously 
Qt Qm, m' s.t. mm% dam(t) t/mm’ = (tlm)fm’. 
We denote by Sbt(t) the set of the subtrees of the tree t. 
The only trees we shall consider in the following are graduated trees i.e. elements 
of free complete magmas M”(F, C) (see [7]), where C is a set of symbols of arity 0 
and F a set of symbols of arity >O. We recall that the domain of free complete 
magma is assumed to contain a distinguished element 68 and to be ordered by the 
least order relation compatible with the magma structure verifying a < tQt. Infinite 
trees are the limits of infinite sequences of ordered finite trees tl, . . . , tn, . . . denoted 
Sup((t1, . . . , tn, . . . }). What we shall really deal with in the following are the maximal 
trees with respect o this order i.e. trees not containing aEy occurrence of L!. 
Given two trees t, tl and m E dom(t), we denote by t[m + tJ the result of the 
substitution of tl to the subtree of root m in t, i.e. the tree defined by 
domO[m + Cl) = dom(t)\m[z]*u m l dom(tl), 
This definition extends to prefix-free parts M c dam(t) 
dom(t[M + tl]) = dom(t)\M[z]* v M dom(tl), 
Given a tree t, a set {ti/i E .I} of trees and a set {Mi/i E J} of disjoint prefix-free parts 
of clam(t) SU& that UiE, Mi is prefix-free, we define t[Mi + ti] by 
dom(t[Mi + ti]) = dam(t) (U Mi)[*]* ” LJ Mi dom(ti), 
I iEJ iEJ 
t(m’), 
(t[Mi + ti])(m’) = 
if m’ c dom(t)\( u Mi)[Z,*. 
ieJ 
ti(WZ”), if m’ = mim”, mi E 
i:qally, given a tree t and two sets of trees {tJi E J} and {ti/i E S} the t:‘s being finite 
anti such that no pair (ti, t,-) of trees is such that one is a subtree of the other, we note 
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t[ti\ti] fQr t[Mi + t:], where Vi E J Mi = (m E dom(r)/t/m = ti). All these substitu- 
tions are continuous operations (preserve limits). 
We shall make free and often implicit use of the following rules [22]: 
WI, t2, t3 Vm E dom(tl) Vm’E dom(tz) 
tl[m + t2]/mm’ = t2jm’, 
tl[m + tz[m’c- t3]] = (h[m + t2l)[mm’+- t31; 
vtI, t2, t3 Vm, m’ E dom(tI) m, m’ incomparable in the prefix order 
tJm + tJ/m’ = h/m’, 
(t&n c tz])[m’+ t3] = (tlim’+ t- j)[m + f2]= h[m + t2, m’+ t31; 
Vt,, t2 Vm, m’, mN 
tl[mm’ c- t2]/m = itj’na)[m’ +t2J 
3. Regular trees 
A tree t is regular if Sbt(t) is a finite set. We intend to show in this paper that the 
regular trees are characterized both as the solutions of certain systems of equations 
(the regular ones) and as the trees described by certain expressions (the rational 
expressions, to be defined in the following). This fact explains why, usivtg a suitable 
kind of loop (the REPEAT loop with multiple exit levels) one can put a flowchart 
program into a structured form. 
Giqc.1; aset A, = {al,. . . , CU,} of variable symbols, we call term any element of a 
magma M”(F, Cv{al, . . . r a,Jj. To each such term 7 is associated a continuous 
function ? = M”(F, C)” + M”(F, C). 
We call system of equations on An any set of n equations Q)i = Ti with Vi = 1, . . . , n 
ri~Mm(F,Cu{al,..., an}). We shall in fact only deal with proper systems, i.e. 
systems with Vi rig An. We shall call such a system regular if the Ti an finite. 
A solution of such a system of equations is a n-tuple (tl, . . . , tn) of trees such that 
Vi = 1 , . . . , n ti = fi (tip . . I , tn). 
The following facts are easy to prove. 
Property 1, Every (proper) Jystem of equ;ction S : ai = li, i = 1, . . , n, has a 
unique solution which is equal to Su~,({$~(fl”)}), -where s^ is the function 
($1 9 . l . . 9 Gn) : M”(F, C)” + M”(F, C)“. 
replacing ii 
Let S be a system of equations cyi = rj and 5 the tern obtained by 
a right member Q some occurrence of cyq by 7-q’ S s have the same 
solution. 
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Property 3 (Substitution theorem). Let S be a system of equations with variables 
Ql ,...,~p,~p+l,...,~p+q and S’ be the subsystem of E with variables 
ap+1, . . . , kyp+q in which we consider (~1,.  . , txp as constants. Let (tL+l, . l . , ?L+,> 
and (tl 9 l * ’ ) :* l i.“+lr t . . . , tp+q j be respectively the solutions of S’ and S. Now the 
following system: 
a1 = n[CYp+l\(.a+l, l l l 9 Qp+q\f;+ql 
. . . 
CyP = Tpbp+l\&+l, l l l 9 qP+q\t;+cJ 
has (tl, . . . , t,) as solution. 
Property 4. The solutions of regular systems are exactly the regular trees. 
The two last properties also have the following consequence: 
Property 5. The solutions of the 
are exactly the regular trees. 
systems of equations having regular right members 
4. Rational trees 
Here, we introduce the rational trees as the trees obtained from a set of constants 
by means of some magma operations and a star operation that we shall soon define. If 
we take the programmer’s point of view, this star operation is to be interpretated as a 
kind of loop. To be precise, it corresponds to the REPEAT loop with multiple exit 
levels which is referred to by Ruggiu [21], Arsac [l] and Kosaraju [17]. 
This explains why we need to particularize our set of constants which will be 
required to be isomorphic to the set N of integers, ordered in the usual way. We shall 
call indexes the elements of this set. 
We call our trees, trees with indexed leaves. So we consider now magmas of the 
form M”(F, N). Indexes will be denoted by boldface characters. Before we define 
the star operation, we must introduce a number of other operations. Some of them 
will be used to define the star, others will be used later on and others are only 
necessary for proofs. All of them are defined on M(F, N) by induction and extended 
to M”(F, N) by continuity. 
For every k EN, fk : M(F, IV)-, M(F$ IV) is defined as follows: 
tk(.nj = 0, bh<k rk(n)=n, vnak rk(n)=n+l, 
We shall write t for to. This operation will be called the positive shift and will be 
important in the following. The other Tk will only serve in proofs. 
For every k EN, Cr. : is defined as follows: 
ck(fl, t) = 0, Ck(k, t) = t, n#k C&&=n, 
EF Ck(f(fl, 0 l l 9 tph t) =f(Ckh t), l l l 9 ck(tp, tb 
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Here again, we shall write C for Co. This operation will be called the concatenation. 
It corresponds to the concatenation in programs. The other C’k will only serve in 
proofs. The prefix notation that we took here for concatenation will be convenient 
when we deal wit& z1 expressions containing concatenation and have !,;, consider these 
expressions as trees. But we shall also write t 1 l t2 for C(t,, ?2) and use the fact 
that the concatenation isassociative to introduce an exponential notation by stating 
to z Q, t’ = t, tn+l = t” . t. 
Finally, we define also a negative shift i by: 
Ma = I(O) = 0, VnH J(n)=n-1, 
These operations are all increasing and therefore, we can extend them to M”(F, N) 
by continuity. They can also be reformulated as follows: 
VkrN VtEMm(F,N) f&)== t[i: iak\i+l] 
VtEM*(F,N) .&t)=r[i: ial\+l,O\0] 
Vk E N Vtl, tz e M”(F: N) G(tl, td = tdkbzl. 
Remark 1. t and i do not commute and are not inverses one of the other. Still, we 
have the following identities: 
Vt E M”(E NJ t = &t(t)), 
Remark 2. Vk, k’c N k # k’ VtI, ti, t2 t2 does not contain any occurrence of k’, 
Ck(Ck’(t1, t’l), t2) = Ck’(Ck(tl, f2), C&t& t2))* 
In the case where k # 0: k’ = 0 and t2 does not contain any occurrence of 0, we 
have C& (tl 9 ti, t2) = c& ( tl, t2) 9 c& (t\, t2) and one can prove easily by induction 
Vn ck (6, f2) = & (tl, f2)n. In particular for any trees tl, t2, we have VP Vn 
Ck(t;, t”(t2)) = ck (tl, ?pff2))n* 
Remark 3. Vtl, t2 E M”(F, N) &I) <.&I l t2). 
We shall make 
star operation: 
free use of these properties following. Now, we can 
Vt E M”(F, N) *(t) = Sup({J(a”)/n E N})_ 
the 
We shall also use the usual postfixed notation and write t* for a>(t). 
The validity of this definition comes from the fact that {\l(t”)} is EAI increasing 
sequence because V’n EN J(f) -C ,&” l t) = &““). (See Remark 3). 
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Example 1. Taking t =fi we have 
/\ 
8 h 
I I 
0 1 
J(tO) = J(O) = L!, W) = w = f 
I\ 
h 
I: I ft 0 
J(t ‘) = J(r l t) = f 
g ’ 'h 
I I 
f 0 
/\ 
g h 
I I 
Ln 0 
finally t* = f 
g ’ ‘h 
I I 
f 0 
/\ 
!3 h 
I I 
f 
/\ O 8 h 
. . I . 0 
One can give for the star operation a second idefinition which is equivalent o the 
first one and has the advantage to be constructive which will be necessary for some 
proofs. Given a tree t E M”(F, N), we shall take dam(t) = Do u D1 u D2 with 
mEDo iff t(m) = 0, rnED1 iff t(m) E N’, 
m E Dz otherwise. 
We define t* by taking dom(t*) = Dg (01 u 02) and 
t*(m) = th”), 
if m = m’m” with mk D& rn’k D2, 
t(mrr)-I, ifm=m’m”withm’ED&m”EDI. 
Note that the decomposition of a word on Dg (DI u 02) is unique because Do is 
prefix-free and no word in Dg is a left factor of a word in D1 u D2. 
Definition. The set of rational trees on M”(F, N) denoted by Rat(Fi N) is the ieast 
set containing N and closed by the F-operations and the star operation. 
Equivalently, a tree t E M”(F, N) is rational iff there exists some finite sequence 
t1, l . . , t, of trees such that tn = t and for each i = 1, . , . , n, ti either is in N or can be 
obtained from some preceding ti by an operation in F u {*}. We shall call such a 
sequence, a rational sequence defining t. 
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Theorem 1. Rat(F, N) G Reg(F, N). 
Proof. As we know that Reg(F, N) contains N and is closed by the F-operations, it
remains only to show that it is closed by the star operation, i.e. that if t E M”(F, N) 
only has a finite member of subtrees, o has t*. But using the second efinition of the 
star operation, one can see easily that t* has a number of distinct subtrees less or 
equal to that of t. 
Proving the converse will be as one might guess more difficult. First of all, we prove 
that Rat(F, N) is closed under concatenation and positive shift. (In fact, that 
Rat& N) is closed under all the Irk and Ck operations.) This wi’U require the 
fOllOWiiig lemmas. 
Lemma 1. Vt E M”(F, N) f’k(*(t)) = *&+dt)). 
Proof. ck (*( ?I), f2) = ~kk(Sup((b;)h E Nh t2) 
= Sup(fCk(h;), ta)/n EN)) 
= SUP({~~~k+l(~~, ?02)))/n E N)) 
= sup({&(ck+l @I, ?(f2)Jn )/n E W) 
= *(Ck+lh t(h)>). 
heorem 2. Rat(l;: N) is closed under the fk operations. 
Proof. If t is a rational tree, let p(t) be the least integer P such that there exists 8 
rational sequence of length P defining t. If p(t) = 1, then t EN and so does Tk(f) for 
each k E N. Tk(f) is thus rational for each k E N. 
pu’c;; 1’ - ->surne that for any rational tree t’ such that I < n and any k E tk(t’) is 
rational and let t be a rational tree such 
Either t =f(tl, . . , , tJ with f E F and N) with p (ti) < 13 
and in that case, tk(t) = tktfh l l l 9 t,)) =f(fk(flh l . l 9 Tk(tp)) with Vi = 
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1 , . - . , P fk(ti) E RW’, N) b y induction hypothesis and this implies Tk(f) E 
Rat(F,N), or t= *(t’) with ~‘ER~~(F,N) ‘and g(P’)<n and in that case fk(f)= 
M*lf’N = *(?k+df’)) by Lemma 1, f k+l(f’) is rational by induction hypothesis and so 
is *(fk+l(f))=Tk(t)- 
Observe furthermore that @(tk(f))s p(f). 
Theorem 3. Rat(F, N) is closed under the Ck operations. 
Proof. To prove that Ck(tl, t2) is rational for tr, t2 rational, wc use an induction on 
p(tl). If M(?I) = 1, then tik EN Ck(fl, f2) = fl or t2. Now assume that for any pair of 
rational trees (t’l, ti) such that @(t;)C n, &(fi, f;) is rationai for any k and let (tI, t2) 
a pair of rational trees such that p(tl) = n. 
Two cases: 
(I) tl = f(ti, . . . , t;) with Vi = 1, . . . , p ti is rational and p (fi) < n : 
Ck(fl, t2) = Ck(f(d, . . l , f;>, t2) = f(Ck(fi, t2), . . . , Ck(f;, t2)). 
Each of the Ck (fi, f2) is rational by induction hypothesis and so is Ck(tl, IQ. 
(2) t1 = *(ti), ti is rational and p(t\)<n: 
Ck(tl, t2) = Ck(*(f; h f2) = *(Ck+l(t;, t(f2))) 
by Lemma 2. t(f2) is rational by Theorem 2 and so is Ck+lifi, f(f2)) by induction 
hypothesis. Thus Ck(lI, t2) is itself rational. 
Observe that g(Ck(tl, t2)) S +L (TV) +p (t2). 
Moreover, Theorems 2 and 3 are constructive and show how to transform an 
expression built from N using the F-operations, the star, the positive shifts and the 
concatenations into an equivalent rational expression i.e. an expression built from N 
using only the F-operations and the star operation. We now show an example of such 
a transformation: 
E=f can be transformed successively into: 
I 
A --) * 
I Y\ 
f0 1 
/\ 
0 1 
T 3 I * -3 
* * 
I I 
7, ;‘\ f t f g 
o/\ I /\ 
1 g 1 I\ 
/\. O tt 
0 f 
d I 
T * 
I 
r’:, 
f i 
I\ I\ 
0 11 2 
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* 
5 
* 
I 
C- 
I 
*- t 
f t 
I 
/\ II 
* 
0 
8 
/\ 2 3 ,A 
I 
f 
/\ 
/“\ 0 8 
1 2 /1 
1 2 
We would like now to indicate how to perform these transformations globally. For 
that purpose, we must introduce some more definitions. 
We call rational expression any expression built from N using the F-operations 
and the star, i.e. any element of the magma M(F u {*}, N). It will be very convenient 
to consider ,these expressions as trees and to manipulate them in the same Doner 
tEormalism as we do for elements of M”(F, N). 
We shall denote by (9 the magma-morphism which associates to every rational 
expression the tree it represents. 
Let E be a rational expression and m an element of dam(E) (let us recall that we 
consider rational expressions as trees of M(F u {*}, N). We call depth of rn in E and 
denote by S(m, E) the integer Card{nz’< m lE(m’) = *}. 
ExampIe2.If E=f wehave S(E,E)=S(~,F)=S(~,E)=Q 
/\ S(21, E) = S(211, E) = S(212, E) = 1, 
0 * S(2111, E)=S(21llf, E)=S(21112, E) 
I 
f 
=s(21113,E)=2. 
/\ * 1 
I 
h 
/I$ 
102 
emark 4. 
WEE M(Fu{*}, N) #/ml, m2 s.t. rnlrnps dam(E) 
Shm, E) = Wnl, El + W2, E/m) 
Let E be a rational expression and m a leaf of E. Let us have r(m, E) = 
E(m) - S(m, E). In the case when ~(m, E) is greater or equal to 0, we shall say that m 
is a terminal sigti arf E. E(m) and T(m, E) are called respectively the local? value and 
the terminal vaIIue of the terminal sign m in E. Given an expression E, we shall 
denote by TS(E) the set of its terminal signs. 
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Example 3. For the expression E defined in the last example, we have 
TS(E) = (1,212,21113}. 
The local values of these 
terminal value is 0. 
terminal respectively 0,l and 2, but their common 
Wemark 5. VE Vk l{m E TS: ~(rn, E) = k + 1) = {m’ E TS(*(E)): 7(m, *(F)) = k}. 
For any k EN we define the operation ?k which maps rational expressions into 
rational expression by: (the argument of these operation are embedded inboldface 
parenthesis inorder to recall that they operate on expression). 
VE E M(F, N) %(E) = ME) 
(rational expression ot containing star are assimilated totrees), 
Vf E F If;(f(El,. . .p &)I =f(WW, . l .y t@p)), . 
td*(E)) = *(t~+dE)). 
Property 6. tko cp = tj+. 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 1. 
Now for any k EN, we define the operation Ck which maps pairs of rational 
expressions into rational expressions by: 
‘WI E ME 11’) VE2 E M(F u {*h NJ Ck& E2) = &lP\&I, 
Vf EF Ck(f(E:r . . .s E’;), E2) =f(Ckt& E2), . . .s ck(Ey, E2N, 
Ck(*(&), E2) = *(&;c+#h,t (Ed))- 
Proof. Immediate from Lemma 2. 
Now, we state two technical properties which give us global definitions for 
and 4$. 
Proper .VE Vk $(E)=E[mETS(E) r(m,E)~k:m+E(m)+l]. 
roof. By induction on the star height of E: 
(1) E E WIF: N), 
tk(E)=fk(E)=k!?[mElf(E) E(m)ak:m+E(m)+l] 
=E[wzlf(E) r(m,E)ak:m+E(m)+l] r 
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because Vm S(m, E) = 0 and thus, ~(m, E) = E(m), 
=E[mTS(E) +n,E)~k:m+E(m)+l] 
(2) ?J‘ t*(E)) 
= *(?dE)) 
= *(E[m E TS(E) +z, E) a k + 1: M + E(m) + 1 J) by induction 
= (*(E))[m%TS(E) ~(m‘, *(E)) 3 k : m’+ (*(E))(d) + 11 
see Remark 5. 
Property 9, VEl, EZ Vk 
Ck(E1, E2) = El[m E TS(Ei) ~(m, EI) = k : m +~S(mpE1)(E~)I. 
Proof. By induction on the star height of El: 
(1) El E MF, N), 
CdEl, E2) = EWE21 
= E&n E li(E1) E(m) = k : m + E23 
=Et[md’S(E~) +n,E)=k:m+Ez], 
(2) C/c(*(E*h Ed = *(ck+l(Ei: ‘?‘(Ed)) 
= *(E&n E TS(EI) +z, Ez) = k + 1: m +?s’m*E1’Qt(E2))]) 
= *(Er[m E TS(EI) ~(m, E1) = k + 1: m +~8(mgE1)+1(E2)]) 
= (*(EI))[~‘ETS(*(E~)) r(m, *(El) = k : m +t6’ms”E1”(E2)]). 
Notations. In the following, we shall abbreGate the expression 
El[m E TS(Ei) +, E1) = k : m *?“‘mmE1’(E2)] into El[k\\&]. 
As we consider trees as rational expression of star-height 0, the notation El[k\\t] 
clearly holds for any tree t. 
Combining Properties 7 and 8, we obtain 
. dEdk\\&l) = d&)[k\\(Ed:l. 
For example, if we take 
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we have 
f and &= * 
/\ I 
0 * 
I /“\ 
f 0 I 
/\ 
+ 1 
I 
h 
/I\ 
102 
E#\\ Ezl f 
*A 1. 
I 
g 
/\ 
0 1 
*Af\* 
I 
/“\ 
0 3 
and this expression describes the concatenation of the two trees described by El 
and Ez. 
Now we know how to perform globally at the level of rational expressions all the 
operations that we have proved to preserve the associated rational trees. 
5. Solving regular systems of equations 
In this section, we prove Reg(F, N) c_ Rat@?, N) by showing that the solution cf 
any regular system of equations is rational. First observe the following fact: 
Theorem 4. For every tree t E M”(F, N)\(O), t* is the unique solution of the equation 
a = t[O\a, i E N+\i - 11. 
. Let us have 7 = t[O\a, i E AT’\i - 1). The unique solution of the equation LY = 7 
is the Sup of the increasing sequence (~~(0)). But for every n EN, we have 
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-7’(n) = &(t’) and, provided that s”(n) = I@“), 
-?“(0) = ~(#‘(a)) = t[O\r”@), i E N+\i - l] 
= t[O\&“), i E N’\i - 11 
= J(t[O\t”]) = J(t”“). 
This theorem can be restated as follows: 
Corolhty lF If T E M”(F, N v {a}), the unique solution of the equation tx = T 
*(~[ar\O, i E N\i + 11). 
is 
This fact enables us to conclude that the solution of any regular equation 
rational. For example the solution of the equation a = f(cr, 0) is *(f(O, 1)). 
is 
Now suppose that we wish to give a rational expression for the solution of the 
following regular system All two equations: 
a =fb, P, O), P = s(P, 094. 
The idea would be to solve first the second equation, considering temporarily a as an 
element of the domain, then substitute the solution in the first equation and finally 
solve the first equation. The substitution theorem would ensure us that we have the 
solution of the system. The solution of the second equation is the regular tree: 
g 
/I\ 
gBa 
/I\ 
g 0 @ 
/I\ 
..a 0 a 
. . . 
There is a problem because the symbol a does not belong to our family of indexes 
and therefore we cannot describe this tree by a rational expression. But if we 
substitute to a any rational tree t described by a rational expression E, the tree 
8 
/I 
go, 
/I 
Ah 
. A : 
*i 0 t 
can be described by the rational expression *(g(O, 1, f(E))). 
So, despite the fact that we cannot describe the solution of the equation @ = 
g(P, 0, a) by a rational expression, we can describe the associated function by the 
expression *(g(O, 1, t(a))). 
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Substituting Ghis e pression to p in the first equation, wp, get the new en,l?.iztion 
a =fh *km 1, t(d), 0). 
Finally, by solving this equ.atioin , we shall get the expression 
Q! = *(f(o, *(g(O, 2, tKm. 1)) 
which can be simplified into 
a = *Cf@, *(do, 2,3)b, 1)). 
To justify what we have just done, we must introduce the notion of rational 
T-expression (T for Term). The rational T-expressions will be a subset of the (finite) 
expressions built from N and a set {a! 1, . . . , a,} of variables, using the F symbols and 
* and t. We shall call rational systems of equation the systems Vi = 1, . . . , n Cyi = Ti, 
where Vi 7i is a rational T-expression and show thal the rational systems, which 
include the regular ones have rational solutions. To do this, we certainly cannot take 
the rational T-expressions to be all the elements of M(F w (*, T}9 N u {CYI, . . . , an}) 
because the equations 
QI =f(O, t(4) or a = *(g(O, La)) 
have solution which are not regular, hence not rational. 
Given a rational expression E, we shall denote by E[k\\cu] the expression with 
variable cu obtained by replacing every terminal sign m in E such that T(m, E) = k by 
the expression Tscm*E’(a). 
For example, if E = f(O, *( f(0, I))), E[O\\a!] = f(ar, *( f(0, t(a)))). We shall call 
rational T-expression on variables al,. . . , an any expression of the form 
E[kl\\al, . . .p k,,\\aJ, where E is a rational expression and kl, . . . , k, are distinct 
integers. Given such a r a:icnal T-expression ET, we denote by 8, the associated 
function M”(F, N)” + M”(F, N). 
If ET = E[kl\\al, . . . , kn\an], we have for any n-tuple of trees tl, . , . , tn, 
&(fl 9 l l l 9 tnI=p(E[kl\\tl, l l l 9 k\\tnl)=Q(E)[kl\tl, l l l 3 k\Ll. 
Hence, & is equal to the function associated with the term cp(E)[kl\cwl, . . . , kn\an]. 
Given any rational T-expression ET = E[kl\\arl, . . . , kn\\a,], we shall denote by 
&%) the term q(E) [kl\ar, -. . 9 kn\an]. ET and (p(ET) define the same function. 
Hence, a system of equation cyl = Ei, . . . ., an = E& where for each i = 1, . . . , n, 
E; = Ei[k;\\crl, . . . , kL\an] is equivalent to the system cyl= q(Ek), . . . , an = 
q(EF), where f&E;), . . . , g(EF) are regular terms. 
A leaf m of a regular T-expression ET such1 that ET(m) E IV is said to be a terminal 
sign in the same conditions as before and the notation ET[k\\E] is still valid for any 
rational T-exprzssion En any integer k and any rational expression E. 
is clear that Property 10 can be reformulated for this case in 
. d&W \\El) = dET)[k\d 
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[IGiven a rations! T-expression on variables Q! 1, . . . , ar,, ET = E[kJ\a l9 . ..* 
k,\\,ar,] and a rational expression Ei, we shall denote by ET[ai\\Ei] the rational 
7’. expression E[kl\\al, . . w , ki\\Ei, . . . , k, \\a,]. In this case, the use of \\ instead of \ 
sirlply means that we do not merely substitute Ei to ai but also eliminate the symbols 
? that can be above the occurrences of ai. 
Example 4. 
ET = fb, *(f(O, t(d))), E = *(do, l)), 
&W\\El =f(*k@, U), *MO, *MO, 2))))). 
Finally, we shall need the following closure property for rational T-expressions. 
Property 12. If ET is a rational T-expression on variables ~1, . . . , an, 
*(Edm\Wr), . . .p CU,\~(CY,)]) is also a rational T-expression. 
Proof. If ET =E[~I\\QI, l l l , k\\t~], 
*(E&\‘b, . . .y cyn\~(a,Al) = *(?(E))[kl\\m, . . .y k\\d. 
Theorem 5. Let us have 7 E M”(F, N v ((~1, . . . . , an)) and consider the ,i;lolution ? of the 
equation an =rnonM”(F,Nu(cul,..., an -,}) which is characterized by the fact that 
Vti, l l l 9 tnwl E M”(F, N), ?[cul\tl, . . . , a,-l\tn-l] is the solution of the equation CU, = 
dQl\flr l l l 9 %l-r\tn-11 ou M”(F, N). The function M”(F, N)n--’ -) M”(F, N) 
associated to ? is the function described by the expression 
E = *(7n[~l\j'(~l), l l l 3 an-l\f(an-l), an\09 i EN\i + I])- 
P~ooS, Vtl,. . ., tn E M”(F, N) 
ECt 19 l l l 9 frill = *(T[al\t(tl), 9 l l Y an-l\J’(tn-1), an\09 i E N\i + 1-i) _ 
= *((dw\t1, ’ ’ l 9 an-l\tn-ll)[Qn\O, i E N\i + 11) 
which is precisely, according to Theorem 4, the solution of the equation QC~ = 
&\t1, l l l 9 an-l\tn-11. 
Corollary 2. Let ET be a rational T-expression on variables (a 1, . . . , an)* The function 
associated to the solution ef the equation an = l?, on M”(F, N v (a I, . . . ) a,-11) is 
represented by the rational T-expression 
’ *uMw\~(a1), l l 9, an-l\t(an-l), an\\O, i E N\\i + 11). 
. The fact that this expression represents the solution of the equation a~,, =& 
comes from Theorem 5 and Property 11. The fact that it is indeed a rational 
T-expression comes from Property 12. 
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Tlteorem 6- Reg(F, N) G Rat(F, N). 
Proof. We prove that the (first) solution of any rational system of equation (hence of 
any regular system) is rational: 
(1) The system has only one equation cy = ET, where ET contains only variable CY. 
The solution is described by *(E&\\O, i E N\i + 11) which is a rational expL;ssion. 
(2) The system has IZ > 1 equations, by solving the last equation according to 
Corollary 2 and substituting the result in the other equations, we get a rational system 
having n - 1 equations with the same solution. 
Corollary 3. Reg(F, N) = Rat(F, N). 
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